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Question One
People vs. Adam
Conspiracy to commit burglary and larceny of Cowmart
Burglary of Cowmart
-modern vs. common law
Larceny-video games
Homicide of Bea
-felony murder- inherently dangerous felony at modern law?
-homicide during the commission of a felony or in an effort to thwart the felony?
-mitigation?
Assault and/or Battery of Calvin
Conspiracy with Calvin
-is a unilateral/feigned agreement a conspiracy?
Mayhem of Calvin's finger
-is intoxication a defense?
- Is self- defense appropriate?
- Was the force excessive/reasonable under the circumstances?
People vs. Bea
Conspiracy to commit burglary and larceny of Cowmart
Burglary of Cowmart
-modern vs. common law
Larceny- video games
People vs. Calvin
Homicide of Bea
-Lawful vs. unlawful
-Defense of property- was force excessive or justified?
-mitigation? Imperfect defense of property? Voluntary Manslaughter
Conspiracy with Adam
-is a unilateral/ feigned agreement a conspiracy
Assault on Adam
-is intoxication a defense?
-common law vs. modern law
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Question Two
People vs. Rick
Conspiracy to commit robbery
-agreement was not for an unlawful purpose/feigned robbery
Homicide-Tina
-Mitigation? Malice? Involuntary manslaughter?
-proximate cause of death in light of death caused by garbage truck crushing her to death
Conspiracy with Steve to dispose of what was believed to be a dead body. Unlawful act?
Conspiracy to commit Burglary and larceny of Tina's house
Burglary of Tina's house (since Tina is dead, dwelling of parents)
-breaking?
-entry?
-intent upon entry? Was there intent to permanently deprive?
Attempted Larceny-of Tina's belongings
-what significance that Tina is dead? Property of her heirs?
-preparation vs. perpetration; substantial step toward commission of crime
People vs. Steve
Conspiracy to commit robbery
-agreement was not for an unlawful purpose/feigned robbery
Attempted Murder of Tina
-defense of others? Reasonable? mistake of fact?
Homicide-Tina
-mitigation? Malice? Mitigate to involuntary manslaughter
-proximate cause of death in light of garbage truck crushing her to death
Conspiracy with Rick to dispose of what was believed to be a dead body. Unlawful Act?
Conspiracy to commit Burglary and larceny of Tina's house
Burglary of Tina's House (since Tina is dead, dwelling of parents)
-breaking?
-entry?
-intent upon the entry? Was larceny intent to permanently deprive?
Attempt Larceny of Tina's belongings
-what significance that Tina is dead? Property of her heirs?
-preparation vs. perpetration; substantial step toward completion of crime
People vs. Tina
Assault and/ or battery on Rick with beer bottle
-defense of others (Steve)
-mistake of fact
-excessive force for protection/ defense of others
People vs. Bob
Assault- on Rick- ML vs. CL; Bob did not see Rick
Malicious Mischief- bullet through Rick's hat
-Malice? Bob did not know Rick was there
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